Management Trainees Required @ Nestle Pakistan

Nestle Pakistan is in the process of hiring fresh graduates from Institute of Business Administration, Karachi for the position of Management Trainee.

The incumbent should:

- Be holding MBA degree
- Be fresh graduate
- Have good interpersonal and communication skills
- Be positive in approach and attitude

Interested students should forward soft copy of their CV’s to cdc@iba.edu.pk latest by **February 26, 2010** till 12:00 (noon). IBA Career Development Centre will not accept resumes after the deadline.

Note: Please mention “Resume for Nestle – City name (i.e., KHI or LHR)” in your subject line

Tabassum Jabeen
Career Development Centre
IBA, Main Campus, University Road, Karachi 75270
Phone #: 9261510 /11/12, Dir # 021-9261504
Email: tjabeen@iba.edu.pk